
REPORT ABOUT YAZIDIS 
IN VİRANŞEHİR

Crisis Desk Members: Municipality Co-chairman Filiz Yılmaz, Deputy Mayor Mehmet Seydi Burun, 

2 Lawyers and DBP representatives. All information dealing with Yazidis is collected by the desk.

 

According to the datas within the desk;

• There are 70 people in guesthouse of municipality.

• Yazidis placed 65 Yazidis to his/her own apertment.

• 70 Yazidis stay in their relatives.

• 17 people stay in a hotel.

• There are 155-160 people in Bozca village.

• There are 28 people in Burc village.

• The rest of the people stay in and around Oğlakçı village.

• They came to Turkey from Silopi.

• Most of the people who came to Viranşehir has got passport.

• According to observation of us, there are 2-3 women, 1-2 men and 4-6 children in every 

family. When we count the percentage, we will see that the more than 65 percentage of the 

population is belong to the women and children.

 

From the Coordinasion Desk Mr. Seydi specified; 300 Dekars a land that belongs to a family of 

Viranşehir Yazidi was decided to set up camp in the Oğlakçı Village and infrastructure completed 

and they were waiting for other needs tents, etc. 

According to the Viranşehir 

Deputy Mayor Mehmet Seydi 

Burun, there are 485 Yazidis who 

were registered. Total number of 

the population is approximately 

between 550 and 600. In this 

manner, 70 of them is staying 

guesthouse of municipality. Yazidis 

was quarter in different place 

with the supports of the Crises 

Desk, Public and Municipality
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Field Observations

Generally women have huge trauma, they think that will catch by the ISIS and will sell by them 

yet. The women put into words their fears and because of all violence introverts began in women 

life. IMPR decided to psychologist support as soon as possible 

A basic observation that given from the according to some of coordination desk members 

overviews; Islam has become a horror in their eyes; there are some families that scared when 

they saw the Masque. If made a psychological support for children and women, IMPR will benefit 

directly Municipality facilities. 

 

According to specified of Municipality Guest House Dr. Mir Mehmet Özkan; 

In this place, there is 67 Yazidis including 5 babies between 0-5 years. Generally we do not 

have problems at the point of drugs Health Workers Union try to provide but requirements 

will increase with increasing number of  Yazidis, on the other hand, after a period in this 

crowded and confined spaces disease may increase because of 4-5 families living together. 

During the escape from ISIS, Children and women had been diseases at the foot because 

of the walk for 6-7 hours non-stop. There are lots of women who have Post-travmatic 

syndrome. These women who captured during the escape and seen as a Booty by ISIS still 

could not overcome these trauma. They still scared and think the Muslims will catch me 

and will sell me. They have a perception that Muslim women raped and killed, The Yazidi 

women seen as a Booty and selling materials. 

An interview with a Yazidi Family who stay as a guest in the Municipality Guest House after Dr. 

Mehmet,

Abdi Haci Ali:
‘I’m from here originally. Our fathers leave here 125 years ago, and now I came here 

with 4 families totally of 25 people, we came across the border illegally. We escaped for 

our dignity, our honor and we left there what we have or not have. They do not kill that 

captured families suddenly. First, killing their children in front of their eyes, women and 

daughter in law are taking from them, then they start to kill. A father how can overcome 

all of this.

After told all of think, he added; “during the escape we walked for hour’s first we arrived the 

Silopi and then one benefactor brought us here”

“

“



Adıl Haci Kado from another Yazidi family said that we crossed the border as 5 people with 

passport after waiting 6 days under the tree in border. A person helped us to cross the border 

and my son is in Istanbul. Especially he wants the persecution of the Yazidis people to survive.

Lawyer Özkan Gören charge of the Crises Desk which created for Yazidis gave more clear 

information.

In the light of all this data, Generally Needs are as follows:

• Food, Clothes Shoes,

• Cleaning Materials; Pad for Women, Baby Diapers and Food,

• Psychological support; Psychological problems which experienced by women, without this 

support cannot be overcome easily. Even they arrived Turkey fear of sale is continue 

• For children; toys can buy to give them and psychosocial activities can do for them, drawing 

books and crayons can be helpful.

• Especially, I want to emphasize; Social workers and psychologist who knows the region 

language and women are necessary to contact with them. 

You can connect to direct the IMPR Crisis Coordination Desk to your help and cooperation.
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